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Advanced High Turning
Compressor Airfoils for Low
Reynolds Number Condition—
Part I: Design and Optimization
High performance compressor airfoils at a low Reynolds number condition
~Re51.33105! have been developed using evolutionary algorithms in order to impr
the performance of the outlet guide vane (OGV), used in a single low pressure tu
(LPT) of a small turbofan engine for business jet aircrafts. Two different numerical o
mization methods, the evolution strategy (ES) and the multi-objective genetic algo
(MOGA), were adopted for the design process to minimize the total pressure loss an
deviation angle at the design point at low Reynolds number condition. Especially,
respect to the MOGA, robustness against changes of the incidence angle is cons
The optimization process includes the representation of the blade geometry, the ge
tion of a numerical grid and a blade-to-blade analysis using a quasi-three-dimensi
Navier-Stokes solver with a k-v turbulence model including a newly implemented tra
sition model to evaluate the performance. Overall aerodynamic performance and bo
ary layer properties for the two optimized blades are discussed numerically. The sup
performance of the two optimized airfoils is demonstrated by a comparison with con
tional controlled diffusion airfoils (CDA). The advantage in performance has been
firmed by detailed experimental investigations, which are presented in Part II of
paper. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1737780#
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Introduction
One approach to minimize the weight of small turbofan engi

for business jet aircrafts is to design a single-stage low-pres
turbine together with an outlet guide vane: the OGV is set j
downstream of the single-stage turbine in order to remove sw
This way we hope to combine high efficiency at the cruise des
point with the condition of a lightweight design.

The OGV had to be designed for high subsonic inlet spee
high flow turning and a very low Reynolds number of about 1
3105 at the cruise point. Although there are several publicatio
on cascades at low Reynolds numbers, hardly any investigat
have been reported on the detailed blade design for such h
turning low Reynolds number compressor blades. Almost al
the papers deal with low-speed cascades or with high-speed
cades but low turning airfoils. Rhoden@1# reported that for very-
low-speed cascades with a large camber angle a fairly high
tion peak near the leading edge of the suction surface seems
effective to prevent a laminar separation. However, questions
main whether this concept is valid for high inlet speed regio
Furthermore, additional analysis is required to determine the
portant factors for boundary layer transition and for laminar se
ration bubbles for very low Reynolds numbers~e.g., @2#!. The
initial design of the high turning guide vane section, first carr
out for ground condition (Re50.863106), was based on the con
cept of a controlled diffusion airfoil. A midspan cross section
the three-dimensional outlet guide vane and the design param
are shown inFig. 1 and Table 1, respectively. The design inle
Mach number is 0.60 and the design turning angle is 43 d
Because there is no streamtube contraction, the diffusion facto
0.53 is relatively high. This blade is designated the baseline b
OGV-BASE.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the I
national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Atlanta, GA,
16–19, 2003. Manuscript received by the IGTI December 2002; final revision Ma
2003. Paper No. 2003-GT-38458. Review Chair: H. R. Simmons.
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In order to evaluate the performance of the baseline compre
blade experimentally, cascade tests have been carried out at D
Cologne@3# in a wide range of Reynolds numbers. The first r
sults on the baseline cascade are given inFig. 2, which shows the
Reynolds number characteristics at two different incidence ang
It can be seen that for both cases the critical Reynolds numb
about 23105 and that the losses dramatically increase below t
number. Therefore, it is very important to understand the co
sponding flow mechanism first and in a second step to develo
new design concept for an improved blade element in this crit
regime.

Recently, first results on the optimization of compressor airfo
have been reported@4,5#. The complete design method consists
a geometrical representation of the airfoil, a blade-to-blade fl
solver and a numerical optimization algorithm. Koeller et al.@4#
used a combination of stochastic and gradient algorithms for
optimization, and a third-order spline for the representation.
nini and Toffolo @5# used an evolutionary algorithm that belong
to the class of global stochastic optimization methods toge
with a Bezier spline. Both approaches used a viscous/invis
solver~MISES @6#! for the blade-to-blade analysis. In both studi
the Reynolds number was quite high~in the order of 2.53106)
which leads to a relatively simple flow field compared to t
present condition (Re51.33105). Since in our project phenom
ena like large laminar separation bubbles and intensive turbu
separations are likely to play a dominant role, it seems inevita
to use a Navier-Stokes solver for the evaluation.

As shown inFig. 3, two different methods belonging to th
class of evolutionary algorithms, the evolution strategy~ES! and
the multi-objective genetic algorithm~MOGA! have been em-
ployed for the optimization. We used a Navier-Stokes solver fi
during the optimization in a ‘‘fast’’ mode and later for validatio
before the experiments were executed in a ‘‘precise’’ mode. In
precise mode a new transition model adapted to the low Reyn
number regime with a fine mesh resolution in the boundary la
is used. Such a fine resolution is omitted in the fast mode in or
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to save computation time taking into account that during the
timization the flow solver will be called 6000~ES! and 12000
~MOGA! times, repeating. The final designs were experimenta
validated at DLR, Cologne, and additional flow analysis was c
ried out to support the interpretation of the experimental resu

It is well known that freestream turbulence occurring in re
turbomachinery environments has a strong effect on the boun
layer; it tends to cause early transition from laminar to turbule
flow, @7#, and it may alter the separation behavior. However, in
present work the freestream turbulence level for the optimizat
process has been set to the low turbulent level of 0.6% tha
similar to the one in the planned experiments to allow a thorou
and reasonable verification of the design.

In Part I of the two contributions the focus has been put on
results of the aerodynamic design optimization and in Part II
the validation and the flow analysis. Here the target was to elu
date why the optimized airfoils have a superior performance.

Validation of Fast Navier-Stokes Solver. As the fast flow
solver, an in-house quasi-three-dimensional version of the Nav
Stokes flow solver, HSTAR~Honda Software for Turbomachiner

Fig. 1 Cascade parameters

Fig. 2 Experimental and calculated Reynolds number charac-
teristics of baseline CDA cascade

Table 1 Design parameters of OGV-BASE
Journal of Turbomachinery
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Aerodynamics Research! with a low Reynoldsk-« turbulence
model proposed by Chien@8# is used. The quasi-three-dimension
flow solver is a modified three-dimensional Navier-Stokes co
@9#, for the purpose of calculating aerodynamical performance
two-dimensional cascades in short time. The grid consists of
351 cells and the average value ofy1 near the wall is of the
order of 1.0. The computation time for one run with this grid
about 3.5 minutes on an HP Alpha 21264 833MHz processor
the optimization process, AVDR has been always fixed to 1.0

A typical example for the validation of the fast flow solver~no
transition model! is shown in Fig. 2. The CFD results do not
clearly show a sudden increase below the critical Reynolds n
ber as it is observed in the experiment. However, qualitatively
overall Reynolds number characteristics are well predicted.Fig-

Fig. 3 Design approach for the high turning compressor airfoil
for low Reynolds numbers

Fig. 4 Comparison of experiment and CFD simulation „no
transition model … in profile Mach number distribution
JULY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 351



Table 2 Summary of two global stochastic optimization methods used
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ti-
ure 4 shows a blade surface Mach number distribution of
Reynolds number of 23105 for two incidence angles. At desig
incidence (b15133 deg!, the experimental Mach number distr
bution on the suction surface shows a laminar separation f
about 30 to 55% of chord. A more extended bubble is obtaine
the negative incidence (b15130 deg!. Both lead to a certain
amount of additional drag and performance deterioration. I
interesting to note that thek-« model without an explicit transi-
tion model is able to simulate a similar midchord separation
provides a reasonable loss level. Therefore, it seems accep
that this fast approach is applied during the optimization proc

Design Approach

Evolutionary Algorithms for Design Optimization. Evolu-
tionary algorithms belong to the class of global stochastic opti
zation algorithms. They are based on principles of evolution
biology, in particular on natural selection acting on a populat
of different designs called individuals. The variation operat
produce genetic diversity and the selection directs the evolut
ary search. Recombination or crossover which combines gen
material and mutation which introduces stochastic changes,
the main variation operators.

In this paper, we employ two algorithms that represent t
different approaches to the search process with respect to the
resentation, to the variation operators and in particular to the
sign of the fitness function. The co-variance matrix adaptati
evolution strategy~CMA-ES!, which was employed in the desig
of the OGV-ES blade, is a single-objective algorithm and belo
to the evolution strategies. The MOGA, which was employed
the design of the OGV-MOGA blade, belongs to the class
Pareto-based multi-objective algorithms,@10,11#, and its evolu-
tionary principles are based on the genetic algorithm.

For both optimizations, the inlet flow angle, the real cho
length and the solidity are fixed by design requirements. In or
to analyze a wide variety of possible design concepts, the g
metrical constraints were not the same for the CMA-ES and
MOGA method. This has the drawback that the results canno
directly compared from an optimization point of view.~seeTable
2.!

Optimization With ES. In the design of the ES blade, a sp
cial variant of evolution strategies with so-called co-variance m
trix adaptation ~CMA! has been applied. The details of th
CMA-ES are quite involved and the reader is referred to Han
ol. 126, JULY 2004
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et al. @12# for the implementation used here and to Olhofer et
@13# for the application of the CMA-ES to design optimizatio
problems.

Blade Profile Definition. A closed nonuniform third-order ra
tional B-spline,@14#, is used for the representation of the blade,
shown inFig. 5. The control points are subject to the optimizatio
and the resulting spline determines the contour of the represe
blade. In this optimization, the parameter vector consists of
spline control points, where each control point is represented
three coordinates. Therefore, in total there are 42 parameters
are optimized. This allows a high degree-of-freedom for variatio
during the optimization. Nevertheless, the number of parame
is small enough to allow a convergence of the algorithm within
reasonable number of generations.

Objective Function. In order to calculate the fitness, three di
ferent criteria have to be considered: the pressure loss of the
sign, the deviation angle and the thickness of the blade. In p
ciple, two different approaches are possible to cope with multi
criteria for the evaluation of the quality of the design: a weight
sum approach or a Pareto-based approach. In the design of th
blade we employed the weighted sum approach as follows:

f 5(
i 51

6

wit i→minimize, (1)

where thewi are weighting coefficients, which are fixed heuris
cally, and thet i are given as follows:

t15max~0,ub22b2,designu2db!

t25v

t35max~0,r LE,design2r LE!

Fig. 5 Airfoil parameterization of ES
Transactions of the ASME
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t45max~0,r TE,design2r TE!

t55max~0,Qmin,design2Qmin!

t65max~0,Qmax,design2Qmax!. (2)

Constraints. The tolerance of the exit flow angledb is set to
0.3 deg. The values ofr TE,design, r LE,design, Qmax,design, and
Qmin,designare lower limits. The first three are set identical to tho
of the BASE airfoil, and the last is set to 0.9323radius of the
trailing edge of OGV-BASE. No explicit criterion for the off
design incidence conditions is considered.

Convergence of the ES-CMA.In Fig. 6, the development of
the pressure loss and the exit flow angle are shown. A~m,l!
CMA-ES with one parent-individual (m51) andl512 offspring-
individuals in each generation was used. The optimization w
initialized with a geometry similar to the BASE airfoil in the firs
generation. A fast decrease of the pressure loss as well as a
adaptation of the deviation angle can be observed. Later on
deviation angle fluctuates near the target angle of 0.3 deg, whe
the pressure loss is further decreased.

Optimization With MOGA. The basic algorithm of the
MOGA is the same as the simple real-valued genetic algorit
However, as the name suggests the MOGA approach incorpo
extensions to allow a multi-objective search process with the
get to approximate the Pareto surface, see@10,11#, by the popula-
tion of the final generation. A blade that belongs to the Pareto
is a nondominated solution, i.e., no other blade geometry ex
which is superior inall objectives. Therefore, MOGAs can gen
erate a set of Pareto solutions that demonstrate tradeoff rela
ships between the objective functions. These relationships can
prove the decision-making process of the aerodynamic engi
and provide useful information for a design-parameter study. M
GAs have been successfully applied to the aerodynamic optim
tion of gas turbine blades, see, e.g., work by Yamaguchi et al.@15#
and Oyama et al.@16#.

Blade Profile Definition. The blade surface is described with
B-spline, @14#, using four control points based on apreliminary-
camber line. Note that thepreliminary-camberline is different
from the mean camber-line, since the control points on the suc
surface and the pressure surface are defined independently i
optimization process. Furthermore, two points are used to desc
the leading edge ellipse and the trailing edge ellipse for the p
sure surface and the suction surface, respectively.Figure 7 shows
a profile of the design parameterization.

Objective Functions. In this study, in addition to the perfor
mance at design condition, the off-design performance is con
ered as schematically shown inFig. 8. The corresponding objec
tive functions are defined as follows:

1. minimization of the pressure loss coefficient at design in
dence

f15v→minimize (3)

Fig. 6 Fitness values during optimization, „a… total pressure
loss, „b… exit flow angle
Journal of Turbomachinery
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2. wide operating range for positive incidence
f25uvdesign2vdesign15°u→minimize (4)

3. wide operating range for negative incidence
f35uvdesign2vdesign25°u→minimize. (5)

Constraints. The tolerance of the outflow angleub2
2b2,designu is set to61 deg. Furthermore, the lower bounds
Qmin , b1 and b2 are given by Qmin,design50.932
3(radius of the trailing edge) and byr LE,designand r TE,design:

Qmin.Qmin,design;b1.r LE,design;b2.r TE,design. (6)

Convergence in MOGA. In this optimization, the target is to
obtain all Pareto solutions in a three dimensional space of ob
tives. In order to visualize the two-dimensional Pareto surfa
more clearly, we projected two objectives onto one inFigs. 9 and
10 resulting in two two-dimensional Pareto distributions.Figure 9
shows the distribution of individuals at the initial generation a
the final generation on thef 1 versusf 2 objective plane.Figure 10
shows the corresponding distributions for thef 1 versusf 3 plane.
From the individuals in the final generation inFigs. 9 and 10, one
blade geometry highlighted by an arrow was selected as

Fig. 7 Airfoil parameterization of MOGA

Fig. 8 Goal of optimization process of MOGA

Fig. 9 Pareto distribution of the initial population and the op-
timized population projected on f1 versus f2 plane
JULY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 353
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MOGA airfoil, therefore, putting emphasis on the performance
design condition. For comparison, the baseline airfoil is rep
sented by stars inFigs. 9 and 10.

Validation of Precise Flow Solver. As the precise flow
solver, ak-v turbulence model,@17#, and an Abu-Ghannam/Shaw
~AGS! transition model,@18#, based on Drela’s modification,@6#,
which has been successfully used in the MISES code, are im
mented into the quasi-three-dimensional version of HSTAR,@9#.

Transition Model. Transition starts when the momentu
thickness Reynolds number Red2 exceeds a critical transition Rey
nolds number Retr , and it is completed when Red252 Retr . The
critical transition Reynolds number is calculated from the follo
ing relation used by Kuegeler@19#, that is based on the modifica
tion by Drela@6# to remove the ill-posedness of the original AG
model:

Retr5163174.3F0.551tanhS 10

H12
25.5D11G•~0.94•ncr11!,

(7)

where H125d1 /d2 . The influence of the freestream turbulen
outside of the boundary layerTu is given by the critical amplifi-
cation factorncr :

ncr528.4322.4 lnS Tu

100D . (8)

Outside the boundary layer the flow is assumed to be turbul
The combination of the transition and the turbulence mode
realized by introducing an intermittency functionf t to modify the
turbulent viscositymT obtained from the turbulence model, a
follows:

mT5 f t

rk

v
, (9)

where

f t5F25Y F251275H 12sinS p

2
•

Red22Retr

Retr
D J G G3

. (10)

Validation. For the validation, the experimental data for th
baseline cascade were used again. The computational grid
shown in Fig. 11. The grid consists of 251381 cells, which is
therefore finer than the one used in the fast mode (191351). The
averagey1 of the first grid point from the wall is about 0.3 fo
calculations at Re'2.0x105. The comparison between compute
results and experimental data is shown inFig. 12. In Fig. 12„a…
the isentropic Mach number distributions obtained at Re51.97
3105, M150.60, andb15130 deg are shown for the fully turbu
lent (k-v and Chien’sk-« model! and transitional analysis (k-v
plus transition model! in comparison to the measured data. T

Fig. 10 Pareto distribution of the initial population and the op-
timized population projected on f1 versus f3 plane
354 Õ Vol. 126, JULY 2004
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measurement data show a nearly constant Mach number in
region of laminar separation between about 30% to 47% of
chord and a transition region with turbulent re-attachment an
large pressure recovery from about 45% to 57% of chord. In
computed results, this phenomenon can be predicted with thek-v
turbulence model and the transition model only.

A further validation is provided inFig. 12„b…, that shows a
comparison between simulated and experimental Reynolds n
ber characteristics forb15133 deg andM150.6. Compared to the
case without the transition model, seeFig. 2, the prediction accu-
racy is considerably improved. As a last validation, a compu
incidence characteristic for the subcritical conditions with hi
losses (Re51.0x105) is shown inFig. 12„c…. Although the experi-
mental losses scatter around slightly high values (b15133 deg!,
the computed curve is qualitatively similar to the experimen
one.

The computed flow field with the transitional analysis is sho
in Fig. 13, again at Re51.973105, andb15130 deg. The com-
puted skin friction coefficient with the isentropic Mach numb
along the suction surface is shown inFig. 13„a…, the eddy viscos-
ity contour in Fig. 13„b…, and the velocity vector with the stati
pressure contour inFig. 13„c…. FromFig. 13„a… we notice that the
laminar separation starts around 30% of chord on the blade
tion surface. The augmentation of the eddy viscosity starts at
proximately 45% chord, a position that corresponds to the M
number or pressure kink in the suction side distribution. Dow
stream of the pressure kink the negative skin friction coefficien
amplified due to the high vorticity of the reverse flow and t
turbulent entrainment process along the rear part of the bub
Turbulent reattachment is simulated around 57% of chord, wh
the eddy viscosity increases. These observations agree well
the explanation of a separated-flow transition discussed, e.g
the 1991 IGTI scholar lecture of Mayle@20# and the pattern of the
computed skin friction coefficient is similar to the one shown
Walker @21#.

Reynolds Number Effect on Boundary Layer of OGV-BASE
To analyze the effect of the Reynolds number in more detail
Fig. 14, the computed blade Mach number distributions~top!, the
simulated boundary thickness parameters and form fa
~middle!, and the suction surface friction coefficient~bottom! are
provided for Reynolds numbers of 1.0, 2.0 and 8.73105. As
shown inFig. 12„b…, the losses above a Reynolds number of 2
3105 remain nearly constant, whereas for smaller Reynolds nu
bers a rapid increase can be observed. Since the computed M
number distributions agree quite well with the experimental da
the computed boundary layer data and skin friction coeffici
seem to be plausible.

For a high Reynolds number of Re58.73105 ~including 4,9
3106, not shown here!, the boundary layer transition occurs ne
the blade leading edge and flow remains turbulent all along
surface. However, the boundary layer thickens and the skin f

Fig. 11 Computational grid, „a… overall, „b… leading edge part in
detail
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 12 Comparison of experimental and CFD results for OGV-BASE. In CFD, the k -v model with transition model was
applied. „a… Mach number distribution around critical Reynolds number, „b… Reynolds number characteristics, „c… incidence
characteristics below critical Reynolds number.
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tion coefficient decreases while moving toward the blade trail
edge. In reality, the boundary layer tends to separate from the
part of the suction surface.

At the Reynolds number of 2.03105, a laminar separation
bubble with transition and turbulent reattachment is observed
tween 25% and 48% of chord. The boundary layer thickness
dicates that the laminar separation is less pronounced, and
bubble has little impact on the loss level. However, at lower R
nolds number (Re51.03105), an extended laminar separation
observed with a tendency not to re-attach on the surface, seeFig.
14 „right …. This critical situation is often interpreted as ‘‘bubb
burst’’ associated with a considerable loss increase. The pre
simulation predicts a loss of 6.9%.

Optimization Results

Airfoils Geometry. The airfoil geometry resulting from the
two optimization methods ES and MOGA are shown toget
with the baseline profile inFig. 15. Figures 15„a…, „b…, and „c…
show all blade geometries with fixed LE points, the details of
LE parts and the chordwise suction surface curvature variat
between 10% and 50% of the chord, respectively. Unique air
geometries have been obtained, having maximum thicknes
around midchord~ES! and more in the rear part of the chord fo
the MOGA airfoil. The stagger angles of the two optimized blad
are also significantly different. Furthermore, the LE thickness
urnal of Turbomachinery
ng
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the MOGA profile is decreased, as shown inFig. 15„b…. The LE
geometries of OGV-BASE, OGV-MOGA, and OGV-ES are circ
lar, elliptic, and ‘‘arbitrary.’’ The present aerodynamic simulatio
show that the LE and suction side flow fields seem to be sign
cantly controlled by the resulting variations of the suction-surfa
curvature of the optimized blades, as shown inFig. 15„c…. For the
OGV-ES, the first local minimum of the curvature is located
about 15% chord, whereas for OGV-MOGA it is at 40% of cho

Overall Aerodynamic Characteristics.

Reynolds Number Characteristics.As a main result, the com-
puted loss versus Reynolds number characteristics for the
optimized airfoils ES and MOGA are shown inFig. 16 for the
design incidence (AVDR51.0) and compared to previous resul
of the baseline airfoil. The white circles for OGV-BASE are tak
from Fig. 12„b… in which the AVDR was slightly adjusted to th
experiments. Therefore, the losses of OGV-BASE have been
calculated at the design Reynolds number with AVDR51.0 and
plotted as double circles.

The numerical results clearly demonstrate that both optimi
blades are superior in the whole Reynolds number range and
a dramatic loss reduction was achieved at the design point
Re51.33105. There is no sign of a steep increase of the to
pressure losses below a certain critical Reynolds number in
Fig. 13 Computed results with a k -v turbulence and transition model at Re É2Ã105, b1Ä130° „a… Skin friction coefficient
and surface Mach number distribution, „b… eddy viscosity contour, „c… velocity vector and pressure contour.
JULY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 355



356 Õ
Fig. 14 Effect of Reynolds number on suction-side boundary layer property for OGV-BASE. Surface isentropic
Mach number „top …, boundary layer parameter „middle …, and skin friction coefficient „bottom …, k -v turbulence and
transition model applied
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tested range. Another interesting point is that there seems to
minimum loss point around Re51.83105 for the MOGA airfoil;
refer to Part II for a detailed discussion.

Incidence Angle Characteristics.A computed incidence angle
characteristics for the optimized airfoils and for the baseline p
file is shown inFig. 17 for the design Reynolds number of 1.
3105 and AVDR51.0. Again the performance of OGV-BASE a
the design Reynolds number with AVDR51.0 is recalculated and
plotted as double circles. The incidence range is fairly increa
both for the negative as well as for the positive incidence ran
Especially, the OGV-MOGA results show lower losses betwe
134 deg and 137 deg compared to OGV-ES but slightly hig
ones at very negative incidences.

An explanation for these differences can be obtained from
blade surface Mach number distribution at the design incide
angle of 133.0 deg: As shown inFig. 18 „top… the Mach number
distribution is very different between the OGV-ES and MOG
profile. One reason why two different types of loading patte
have been obtained is the difference between the constraint
the ES and the MOGA optimization. In the case of OGV-E
which was optimized for the design incidence only, the Ma
number distribution shows an extreme front loading type, wh
Vol. 126, JULY 2004
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the maximum LE peak Mach number of OGV-MOGA is slight
decreased to achieve lower losses at the high incidences.
result of the simulationsFig. 17 clearly reflects that OGV-MOGA
with a smaller peak Mach number shows superior performance
the positive incidence side and OGV-ES seems to be margin
better at the very negative incidences.

It is interesting to note that the optimized blades show a sim
performance around the design flow angle of 133.0 deg, altho
both airfoil geometries are very different from each other. T
Mach number distribution of the OGV-ES has an extreme forw
located suction side Mach number maximum—a distribution si
lar to the one found in the low-speed C4-cascade tests of Rho
@1# with minimum losses. Here, earlier boundary layer transit
from laminar to turbulent flow seems to be important for lo
Reynolds numbers, and the well-controlled front loading airf
leads to a good performance.

Boundary Layer Characteristics at Design Reynolds Num-
ber. Figure 18 shows the computed isentropic profile Mac
number distributions~top!, the computed boundary layer param
eter on the suction surface~middle!, and the skin friction coeffi-
cient ~bottom! for OGV-BASE, OGV-ES, and OGV-MOGA, re-
spectively, for the design Reynolds number of 1.33105. In Table
Transactions of the ASME
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3 the corresponding aerodynamic parameters for the three
cades are summarized. For OGV-BASE, a well developed lam
separation bubble is observed on the suction surface inFig. 18
„left…. The laminar separation occurs at around 25% of chord
extends to approximately 90% of chord; a situation at which
‘‘bubble burst’’ associated with high losses (v50.06) can be ex-
pected. For OGV-ES, an early laminar separation bubble and t
sition at around 21% of chord is observed due to the strong
verse pressure gradient right from the beginning„Fig. 18 center….
Downstream of transition this gradient is continuously relax
toward the TE to keep the boundary layer far apart from turbu
separation. The computed result shows that the laminar separ
starts around 7% of chord from leading edge. Turbulent

Fig. 15 Two optimized airfoils compared to baseline geometry,
„a… blade profile, „b… leading edge part in detail, „c… curvature of
suction surface

Fig. 16 Computed Reynolds number characteristics of three
airfoils at design inlet flow angle of 133°
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attachment is observed at approximately 25% of chord. On
MOGA airfoil, a small LE separation bubble is observed„Fig. 18
right …, however, transition is not completed. The flow r
laminarizes due to a weak re-acceleration at around 10% to 2
of chord and the boundary layer thickness remains thin, seed1
and d2 in Fig. 18 „right …. Laminar separation finally occurs a
around 31% to 50% of chord with turbulent re-attachment.

The bubble positions for the two optimized blades correspo
to local curvature minima at positions of about 15%~OGV-ES!
and about 40%~OGV-MOGA! as shown inFig. 15„c…. On the
other hand, the curvature for the baseline airfoil is monotonica
decreased downstream but shows a higher level in the bu
position in relation to those of ES and MOGA. It seems that
boundary layer development is significantly controlled by the a
foil surface curvature underneath the bubble.

Conclusions
Evolutionary optimization methods, namely evolution strate

and the multi-objective genetic algorithm, have been applied
the design of a high turning compressor airfoil at very low Re
nolds numbers together with a Navier-Stokes solver with Chie
low Reynoldsk-« turbulence model. Furthermore, the aerod
namic characteristics and the boundary layer properties for
baseline blade OGV-BASE and the two optimized airfo
OGV-ES and OGV-MOGA have been numerically analyzed us
a newly developed flow solver that combines ak-v turbulence
model with an Abu-Ghannam/Shaw~AGS! transition model. The
following conclusions can be drawn.

1. The results from the optimization algorithms without an e
plicit transition model in the flow solver show better perfo
mance for a wide range of Reynolds numbers in the num
cal design validation than the baseline.

2. The superior performance of the optimized airfoils for ve
low Reynolds numbers is gained without losing performan
at high Reynolds numbers.

3. The boundary layer analysis shows a large separation bu
for the baseline airfoil which is close to ‘‘bubble burst,’’ bu
relatively smaller separation bubbles with less drag for
two optimized airfoils.

4. In the case of OGV-ES, which was optimized only at t
design incidence angle, a well-controlled front loading a
foil leads to an earlier boundary layer transition which
turn leads to a high performance for low Reynolds numbe

Fig. 17 Computed incidence characteristics of three airfoils at
low Reynolds number of about 1.2 Ã105
JULY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 357



Fig. 18 Computed surface isentropic Mach number „top …, boundary layer parameters
„middle …, and skin friction coefficient „bottom … at design point „ReÄ1.3Ã105, M1
Ä0.6, and b1Ä133… deg for the baseline airfoil „OGV-BASE … and two optimized airfoils
„OGV-ES and OGV-MOGA …
f

i
a

d to
c-
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5. The OGV-MOGA cascade, which was optimized at o
design incidences as well as design incidence, obtaine
slightly reduced velocity maximum at the leading edge w
moderate local pressure gradients and the suction side p
remained laminar until about mid chord.
Table 3 Computed performance for two optimized airfoils and baseli

358 Õ Vol. 126, JULY 2004
f-
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rtly

6. The bubble positions for the optimized blades correspon
the positions with local curvature minima of the airfoil su
tion surface. Therefore, the curvature underneath the bu
seems to play an important role to minimize the bubb
height and the associated drag and losses.
ne airfoil at low Reynolds number
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7. The experimental validation of the performance of the op
mized airfoils and additional analysis are carried out in P
II of this paper.
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Nomenclature

AVDR 5 axial velocity density ratio: AVDR5(r2u2)/(r1u1)
c 5 chord length

Cf 5 skin friction coefficient5tw /(0.5r1u1
2)

H12 5 shape factor5d1 /d2
i 5 incidence angle
k 5 turbulent kinetic energy

M 5 Mach number
p 5 pressure
r 5 radius

Re 5 Reynolds number5r1u1 /c/m1
s 5 blade spacing

Tu 5 freestream turbulence level, in %
u 5 velocity
x 5 chordwise coordinate
y 5 see Fig. 1

y1 5 dimensionless distance from wall
b 5 flow angle with respect to cascade front

bs 5 stagger angle
d1 5 boundary layer displacement thickness
d2 5 boundary layer momentum thickness
db 5 tolerance for exit flow angle
m 5 dynamic viscosity

mT 5 turbulent viscosity
r 5 density

tw 5 wall shear stress
u 5 blade metal angle
v 5 total pressure loss coefficient:v5(pt12pt)/(pt1

2p1), or specific dissipation of turbulent kinetic en-
ergy

Qmin 5 minimum thickness of blade
Qmax 5 maximum thickness of blade

Additional Nomenclature for the Optimization

b1 5 minor axis of leading edge ellipse
b2 5 minor axis of trailing edge ellipse

PS~i! 5 control points on pressure surface
SS~i! 5 control points on suction surface

W1 5 wedge-in angle
W2 5 wedge-out angle

r L12 5 ratio of minor to major axis of leading edge ellipse
r T12 5 ratio of minor to major axis of trailing edge ellipse
Journal of Turbomachinery
ti-
art
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Subscripts

1 5 inlet plane upstream of leading edge
2 5 exit plane downstream of trailing edge
is 5 isentropic entity

LE 5 leading edge
TE 5 trailing edge

t 5 total
tr 5 transition
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